
“Chasing the Elusive”…. 

By Margaret Vickers 

Music, writing, dance, cooking and art are all important avenues of expression. How you wish to 
expose your creative side depends on all the influences that have shaped you as a person as well as 
what you are wanting to convey. Our guest artist for the July meeting(2019) of the Lane Cove Art 
Society was  Jan Cristaudo, an abstract artist. As such she prefers to paint her emotions and ideas 
through colour, line, composition and texture. She revealed that art for her was about capturing 
feelings not reality. 

Often as a viewer you can be drawn into an artwork without fully understanding why, especially if it is 
an abstract work. Abstract works are often reflecting what the artist is seeing in his mind’s eye and so 
can possess an element of mystery. Without concrete objects what ingredients is the eye seeing? 
Jan’s introduction provided some answers. When travelling, Jan paints little sketches in gouache( 
opaque pigments). These little gems provide the starting “objects” for her abstract work back in the 
studio. Several sketches of Lord Howe Island were shown. Jan might only take a segment from a 
sketch which is then worked up into an abstract painting. For this demonstration she took segments 
from several sketches and married them into a composition. 

Using a large brush, a square gessoed canvas and some acrylics she freely made marks across the 
whole canvas. The brush was held at the end of its handle so that the whole arm could then be 
moved to apply the paint. Your main focus is to paint what you felt when you did the initial sketches 
not what you saw. 

Colour, composition, form and texture bring the abstract work to life. Jan used Payne’s grey, turquoise 
cobalt and white initially. A green was mixed from yellow and ultramarine blue. Using different 
combinations of these colours produced variations in tone. Often acrylics are used as a base layer as 
they dry quicker than oils but then oils are layered on top of this base. Classico oils are Jan’s 
preferred brand of paint for their luminosity and lushness. Australian red gold is Jan’s favourite colour 
especially for outback scenes. Odourless solvent is used for glazing. Glazing can harmonize a work  
by painting a thin wash over a work or a section of it. It can “push” back an area in the painting or 
“pull” it forward. The artist is constantly balancing these forces within a work. 

Line work can be introduced into a work through the use of palette knives, ends of brushes or a 
rubber tipped tool that Jan used especially for this effect. Jan emphasized that it is important to work 
freely. “If things are getting tight, turn the work upside down and continue to work!” As Jan completed 
the base layer she stated that many more layers would be worked up on top of it. You can introduce 
other materials such as charcoal. She used extra large charcoal sticks. 

Idris Murphy, Luke Sciberras and Elisabeth Cummings are all abstract artists she admires.. Their use 
of colour and multi layered works are compelling to her eye.  

Jan’s passion for abstraction was obvious. How she approaches her art provided a fascinating insight 
into the world of this artist.  For Arshile Gorky “Abstraction allows man to see with his mind what he 
cannot see physically with his eyes.” For the Lane Cove Art society it was a treat to have been taken 
down the path of abstraction. 

 


